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Information developed by Pr. Beloaca has incicated thee 
John McCone, Pircctor, ‘CIA, has attacked the Bureau in a vicious 
and underhanced manner characterized with sneex dishonesty. Iz 
cne facts are truc, we can safely assume that FicCone will continue 
such tactics to the point of seriously jeopardizing Bureau prestige 
anc reputacion, We can sit by and take no action or bring this... ©: 

“~mattex to a head. Over the-years, we have hod.nuierous conflicts =... °-> 
with all CI‘ Directors, Many of these problems have avisen froma ~~ 
statements attributed to these men. Experience in dealing with 
CIA has shown that a firm and_forgthricht_confrontation of these 
ozzicials has protectca ureau interests in a most ezirective MENNe? « 
If McCone.is involved in such nefarious activity, there is a way of 

| putting a stop to this. 

The charges against McCone can be described as follows: 

° ~ (1) He allegedly informed Congressman Jerry Ford 
that CIA hac ynmcdvered a plot in Mexico City indicating 
that. Lice Harvey Oswald had received $6,500 to assassinate 7 ae 
Presiauent Kennedy. 
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(2) NcCone allegedly made this same statement to Drew {.. 

Pearson. ys : ie 

‘ (3) In both instances, the statements were false and ~- a 

MeCone should have known that they were false since his ‘h 

+ |lagency was fully informed that the story concerning the * 

- |xeceipt of money in Mexico was completely Giscredited. . 
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if approved, the Liaison Agent will ‘confront MeCone 

with the allegations. Congressman Ford will not be identified but 

will be referred to as a high-ranking Government t- official, Bureau 
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eauyeen wislk not pe identifies. HNeCone wiih be told that inforna- oo 
whew seceived by the Purcau anficates thac he has made false state- 
frames and 3¢ wiil be pointed out to him that his own arency was 

wat inroxiacG tnat the story regarding Cswaid's receipt of money 
ul exico City was completely ciscredited., Ne will further be told 
sundé we can only characterize his actions as a vicious and unwarrantec 
epuecreen against the Bureau, 

If ricCone. cid make the referred statements, we can expect 
~lim to make a denial, However, it is _pecdeved that we will have 
nade our point and he certainly will know where he stands, will 
unagoubtedly have a profound respect for: our capabilities to be 
infoxymed, ana he certainly will bear all of this in mind in the 
event he gets any ideas of making similar statements in the future. __— 
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